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Your message burns in my heart and bones, and I cannot keep silent. (Jeremiah 20:9) 

The testimony of JESUS is the spirit of the prophecy. (Revelation 19:10c) 
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Dark Force of Evilism (Commentary) 
 
As suggested in other insights, the dark forces attempting to overtake the world are best 
seen as a hybrid of isms, meaning more than one is in play, with some of the leading 
contenders being marxism, communism, socialism, fascism, and technocratism. Clearly, 
commentators are divided along these lines, especially when it comes to America and the 
West. One prominent view is that for decades the USA has been infiltrated by communism 
and the rotten fruit of that infiltration is on full display within our institutions from 
government bureaucracies to schools to universities and much more. Some in this camp 
say we are being overtaken by China; others by Russia or both. Communism or marxism 
may yet rise up as the strongest ism; however, with the World Economic Forum’s fascist 
(Nazi-like fascism) agenda that’s riding on the propaganda of “global health and climate 
security” thrown into the mix, the world situation still comes across as a hybrid of isms.  
 
After some thought, it is proposed that the best word (i.e., ism) to sum up this hybrid is 
evilism. What we see in play today is the dark force of evilism. However, before taking this 
up, we need to revisit something posited in the last insight—the religion of satanism and 
its goal of ruling the world, for it reveals the character of this dark force of evil.  
 
For many, the word satanism conjures up images of a hierarchical domain with an entity 
called satan—often pictured as a horned, red, demonic figure, almost as if it were human, 
with a pointy tail—ruling from an unbiblical, fiery place called hell, while being the object 
of demonic, ritualized worship. However, this is only one facet (albeit the most common 
one) of satanism. [The word satan (or its offshoots) is not capitalized so that it remains as 
generic as possible, not drawing attention to any specific imagery or perspective.]  
 
In the Greek, the word for satan comes from satanas [G4567], which means adversary.  In 
other words, regardless of whether one views satan as an entity, a mythical-metaphorical 
figure, a force, or an attitude, at its core it stands in opposition to something else, that is, 
as an opposer. Biblically, anything that opposes God is an adversary, whether it be of spirit 
or of flesh and blood, meaning a human can be a satan to God. Jesus telling Peter to “get 
behind Me satan (adversary)” is a good example.  
 
Most religions have many variations around a common theme and satanism is no different. 
Broadly defined, satanism is a largely non-theistic religion or ideology based on literary, 
artistic and philosophical interpretations of the central figure of evil. However, there is one 
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branch of satanism called the dark occult that, according to a former priest from within it, 
has four basic tenets that help to explain what is going on in the world today. 
 

1. Self-Preservation: An obsession with self and advancing one’s power, influence, and 
control in the world no matter what it takes. In other words, one does whatever it 
takes to take over the world, especially regardless of who or what gets hurt. [This is 
opposite the selfless, laid-down life that we, as Christ-abiders, are called to live, as 
manifested by our Lord Jesus dying on a cross for the salvation of the world.]  

 
2. Moral Relativism: There are no objective standards of what is right or wrong. The 

person decides and acts based on their perception of what is moral. [Moral 
relativism is actually amoralism where there are no standards; ultimately leading to 
immoral behavior—a point made in several insights. See: Truth Under Siege.] 

 
3. Social Darwinism: There are those who are genetically more fit than others; 

consequently, they have a pre-destined right to rule over the world. They are the 
fittest for rulership. [This should remind us of Hitler’s quest for a pure race to rule 
the world, while culling out the weakest and genetically defective, as they saw it. In 
Christ, there are no such divisions.] 

 
4. Eugenics: Those deemed the fittest in society due to their genes are the ones that 

rise to the top to rule and, in this position, they get to choose who lives and dies. 
Their objective is to propagate their gene pool and eliminate those of other gene 
pools deemed unnecessary and a hindrance to their rule. [This should remind us of 
the goal some globalists seek—to depopulate the world down to a half-billion.] 

 
All four tenets fit like a glove onto the agenda of the global ruling class and reveal the 
nature of fallen man that opposes God and His divine plan for humans. Fallen man is an 
adversary, a satan in opposition to God. The above tenets stand in total opposition to what 
it means to be created in the image of Elohim and, ultimately, to be a new creation in Christ 
of lives laid down in love where there are no distinctions. God’s adversaries (i.e., enemies 
of the cross) oppose all that is good, and this means God’s very good earth and all living 
creatures dwelling upon it, including humans. After all, with the completion of the sixth 
day wherein man was formed from the soil of the earth, the record declares: And God saw 
everything which he had made and it was very good (Genesis 1:31).  
 
What is the opposite of good? Evil! Evil brings harm and injury to God’s very good creation 
and has been an over-arching principle that has operated in the world throughout man’s 
known history. Evil is the enemy—the dark force opposing God’s purpose and plan to sum 
up all things in His Son so that God the Father may be all in all, as given to us by Paul. 
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For he must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet. The last enemy to 
be destroyed is death. For “God has put all things in subjection under his feet.” But 
when it says, “all things are put in subjection,” it is plain that he is excepted who put 
all things in subjection under him. When all things are subjected to him, then the Son 
himself will also be subjected to him who put all things in subjection under him, that 
God may be all in all. (1 Corinthians 15:25-28 ESV [bold added]) 

 
Evil is staring at us each and every day, especially as seen through the lens of world events. 
One of the tells is when the tenets of the dark occult of satanism manifest in positions of 
authority, especially elected authorities, throughout all segments of society, from the 
president of a nation to community councils, school boards, or associations.  
 
The over-arching ism is evilism, for this term sums up the work of all the dark isms that 
stand in opposition to God and all humans destined for glory, and characterizes the beast-
like global system in operation today that is often likened to ancient Babylon. Evilism stands 
in direct opposition to God’s divine order and humanity as designed by His creative love.  
 
The concept of evil is no surprise to the spiritually discerning, but how many in the general 
public, especially in the Western world, truly recognize its power and control over their 21st 
century lifestyle of hedonism, materialism, and consumerism? Evil must not be left as some 
vague concept dangling out there. Making it an ism and placing it over like-minded isms 
removes all vagueness. Paul did not leave any room for vagueness as he warned of world 
powers of darkness and spiritual forces of evil.  
 

For our battle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the 
authorities, against the world powers of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of 
evil in the heavens. This is why you must take up the full armor of God, so that you 
may be able to resist in the evil day, and having prepared everything, to take your 
stand. (Ephesians 6:12-13 HCSB [bold italic added]) 

 
There are seen and unseen world powers of darkness. The seen ones have exposed their 
darkness through their authoritarian-totalitarian actions during the so-called pandemic. 
Although our natural eyes do not see the unseen spiritual forces of evil in the heavens, in 
spirit we can surely discern their oppressiveness. For this reason, we must learn to apply 
the key of the Kingdom of Truth & Life. We battle not against flesh and blood, but against 
the dark force of evilism, wherever and however it manifests. God has His spiritual forces 
of good—a light force—both seen and unseen. In the Lord, we are this force on earth.   
 

Today, there are ones who occupy human bodies who have gone to the dark side, having 
been overtaken to serve the dark force of evilism, having lost all sense of empathy, 
emotion, and love for the human race as a whole. They are vacuous and soulless and have 
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become less than human, even as they see themselves above all others as gods who have 
taken their stand in the temple of God. [See: page 2 China Conflict.] Having aligned 
themselves with evil, they too have become dark forces in our realm. This is evilism with 
the dark occult of satanism included as one of its primary isms.  
 
Before concluding, there are two more thoughts that have to do with another ism that was 
alluded to in the last insight—it’s called collectivism, for this too plays into evilism.  
 
First, in president Biden’s recent UN speech, he used the word collective about six times in 
his effort to unite the world around his theme (as well as that of the UN and WEF) of 
building back better. The word collective, although touted as something good for the entire 
world, is actually code for communism and socialism. It’s just another subset of evilism 
called collectivism that stands in opposition to God’s divine order. God has a much better 
plan that is called oneness, and this will first manifest with the Body of Christ—the temple 
of God being built up in love as living stones in perfect union with one another and their 
Head. We who have been given the faith of the Son of God have not yet attained to this 
perfection, but it won’t be long until we do. So, we wait patiently for this day as we press 
on toward the goal.  
 
Until then, collectivism in our fallen world inevitably leads to a select few taking the reins 
of power over the majority, bringing the many into bondage to their tyrannical rule. This is 
occurring throughout the world in our day. However, collectivism is not alone in leading to 
this bondage.  
 
The fact of the matter is that many of fallen man’s isms, including the West’s much-
worshipped capitalism, eventually lead to bondage in some measure as people are crushed 
by their power, especially the mid- and bottom levels of the pyramid of society. The dark 
force of evilism drives the upper echelons that secretly hide in the shadows as they plot 
their evil strategies to control and depopulate the world. [Of course, this does not preclude 
evil infiltrating all levels, even the lowest ones, often leading to uprisings, revolutions, wars, 
or tribal conflicts.]  
 
Second, evilism is about inversion: inversion of the truth and inversion of good. Some 
groups are purposely driven by inversion. So, whenever we see or hear of lies being sold as 
truth or evil being masqueraded as good, be aware—this is evilism at work. One has to be 
blind or fully acquiescent to authority to not see that the propaganda and censorship 
machinery of the global ruling class is in full inversion-mode today. 
 
This is the way of evilism.  
 
The good news is that it is defeated! Just wait, you’ll see. 
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